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GENERAL

All equipment and materials used shall be standard components, regularly manufactured, 
regularly utilized in the manufacturer’s system.

	All systems and components shall have been thoroughly tested and proven in actual use.


	All systems and components shall be provided with the availability of a toll free 24-hour 
immediate technical assistance for either the dealer/installer at no charge.


	All systems and components shall be provided with an explicit manufacturer warranty.



DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING MANAGEMENT AND NETWORK SOFTWARE – GENERAL 

The Video Management Software (VMS) shall meet the requirements of business and government surveillance applications. The software shall be unique and power a line of Network Video Recorders, Digital Video Recorders, Encoders/Decoders, IP Cameras and Workstations. The software shall provide a complete and comprehensive application for the operation and maintenance of a video surveillance system. It shall provide full live digital video and audio surveillance over a standard 100/1000Base-T network by the use of a GUI incorporating video display areas, toolbars, control palettes, and interactive site map displaying system components.

	The software shall be available in several versions, for small (6-camera), medium (16 or 35-camera) or enterprise-size systems. A version shall be available to provide full functionality except for recording capability. The other version shall have full functionality plus recording capability. All versions of the software shall also be available either as a software package or preloaded in a workstation.


	The software shall offer network connectivity to other family components and share all video and control data over the network using standard network protocol. The number of network-connected components shall only be limited by the number of assigned IP addresses. There shall be no licensing fee for any cameras or edge devices manufactured by the VMS provider.


	The software shall provide an open platform that allows integration with ONVIF-S compliant commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) video and computer hardware, such as: IP cameras, encoders and IP edge devices, including standard resolution and megapixel cameras, from numerous industry-leading manufacturers; licensing fees shall be charged on a per-camera basis and there shall be no license limit based on the number of cameras installed at a site. It shall support Unicast or Multicast according to the edge device capability. 


	The software shall run on a COTS workstation/NVR with a minimum of Intel Core i5 processor, 
4 GB of RAM and 5 GB of disk space. The software shall run on the Microsoft® Windows® 7 Professional 32 or 64-bit; Windows 8 Professional 32 or 64-bit and Windows 2003, 2008 or 2012 Server operating systems. 


	The software, without any degradation to video quality, shall simultaneously offer:

	16-channel continuous video playback.
	16-channel video playback transmission to the network.
	16-channel continuous video receiving from the network.
	Recording of a high-density of cameras on a single NVR, depending on resolution, quality and fps settings.
	User selectable video archiving of pre-existing recordings.
	Video export in AVI, MPEG-4 or Xvid and viewable on a standard DVD and media player supporting these formats.
	Video archives in a verified, secure USB, CD or DVD format. 
	Support for the GUI to display on a widescreen monitor (16:9/16:10). 


	The software shall offer features including the simultaneous display, playback, distribution and archive of multiple channels of video and audio. It shall collect multiple channels of analog video and digitize them for the purpose of display, archive and requested distribution across the network. Cameras, microphones and sensors shall be the primary input devices. Each channel of video and audio data shall have the capability of being displayed, played back, distributed and archived simultaneously across several servers and clients across the network. The software shall allow recording (version dependent) and viewing at different frame rates (fps). Each sensor channel shall support a NO or NC device. A bookmark feature shall be available.


	A web-based interface shall be provided to access the VMS from any standard web browser enabled device. It shall provide live viewing, playback and PTZ controls. Groups shall be accessible through the web viewer. A Mobile App shall be available for both Apple and Android smart phones and tablets. The mobile application shall be able to view live or recorded video from any device on the system. It shall be able to view concurrent multiple video stream, up to 4 on phones and 9 on tablets. The mobile application shall have full control of PTZ, including presets, and quick and simple playback. Pinch to zoom on live and recorded video shall be available.


	The software shall allow control of a DVR or NVR using a keypad or serial host connected to the serial port. The keypad or serial host shall have the ability to start or stop video, play back video, control PTZ movement and start and stop macros.


	The software shall support playback from the main screen without losing live video viewing in the following formats:

	Edge Playback - by using a right mouse-click, the user can playback video from any edge device that supports edge recording directly from the user interface of the edge device.
	Quick playback – by using a right mouse-click, the user will be able to select and launch playback for a specific camera in a pre-defined number of seconds before the live image. The playback window will open adjacent to the live one.

Playback from time – shall allow setting the playback to start from a specific date, time and database on the network. This shall allow playing back the same camera several times.

	The software shall be provided on DVD or USB drive format in a suitable case.


	An integral Events Management System (EVM) shall enable the Digital Video Recording and Management Network Software to interface with an external control/management system, for example, a License Plate Recognition System, and correlate recorded and live video to events received from the external control system. The EVM shall receive external data over an IP network in various formats, including XML, from the external system. The data shall be stored in a SQL database maintained on a standalone or shared server. The SQL server shall use Microsoft® SQL Server® 2012 Express Edition database software, which is available as a free download from Microsoft as a minimum. The full SQL server version shall run as well. 


	The EVM system shall be easily configurable from within the Digital Video Recording and Management Network Software. Using the internal events settings, a user shall be able to set up the following:

	Define where the EVM database shall be located. Options include the local machine or external server.

Select whether a display message shall pop up to inform a user when an event has occurred and define the look of the message and how long it displays. An option for no message display shall also be provided.
	Trigger alarms or the execution of a macro upon an event occurrence. An option shall be provided to trigger both an alarm and a macro.
	Assign cameras and/or microphones to an event by associating a particular camera, microphone or camera/microphone combination to a condition or set of conditions received from the external control system. The user shall have to option to filter received events by employing "equal to", "not equal to" and "contains" operands.
	Configure the database by creating information fields, and specifying their display properties, field type (numeric or alpha-numeric) and whether they may be edited or not.  
	Maintain the database by allowing the user to backup, restore or clear the database. The system shall offer to ability to filter by date, the clearing of the database. For example, clear all events older than August 1, 2010.
The system shall display a snapshot providing a still photo of the event, time of the event, camera name and other details. For recorded events, the user can specify a time up to 59 seconds for the snapshot to save prior to the event occurring on the video. This shall enable the user to see if there were any significant actions that occurred prior to the event.
	Create Events Queries that shall search the database and retrieve events as specified in the queries. Events Queries shall have the ability to be saved and run at any time.

	The VMS shall be support an Access Control System. The Access Control System can map to any camera in the VMS system to view or record them. 


	Enhanced edge-based analytics shall show bounding boxes around detected objects in live and playback video.



	Users shall have the ability to generate Events History Reports which shall contain all information related to an event. The user shall have the option to display the reports in either a list or thumbnail view. The reports shall contain camera and site names and event dates and times. Selecting an event in either view will enable to user to play back video for the event. Controls shall be provided to specify whether playback should begin when the event occurred or up to 30 minutes prior to the event occurring. The user shall have to option to add notes about the event to the database and to save a snapshot (jpg) of the event for reference purposes. The system shall also display information regarding edits, if any were made to the video.  


	Video Masking shall be available centrally through the VMS. This shall allow users with the correct authority to unmask video as needed.


	A Thumbnail Search feature shall be provided that shall allow a quick visual search of a specified time period. This time interval shall be able to be narrowed as required. Any thumbnail shall be able to be launched as playback or used to export an archive.


	An Active Directory (AD) shall provide an interface allowing importing of groups and users from another AD server to ViconNet. This saves the need to create and maintain a separate user database in ViconNet sites where an AD system is already set up.


	Recording Management shall provide the setup of 24/7 recording or boosting recording parameters upon motion. It shall also allow recording on motion only.



VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE – SETUP, CONFIGURATION AND SECURITY

	The software shall offer a full multi-user authorization login application. This application shall offer levels of authorization based on defined sites and functions. In addition, a full setup utility shall be available for the Administrator to configure authorizations. A user shall be able to log in by default, as an Administrator or Guest. Guest authorization shall be configurable for specific system operations. Authorization rights setup shall be performed using the Site Authorization screen. Group rights shall be available to configure by specific site. Rights shall provide authority to perform all system functions. The software shall offer a full multi-user authorization process as follows:

	User groups shall be created once globally and shall function in all components connected to the network. Active directories of users and groups on other servers shall be able to be imported and shall be able to be sorted either alphabetically or in the order they were added.
	Users shall be created once globally and shall be given rights to particular groups.

Groups shall be authorized and given specific access to each unit, permitting “function-specific” profiles. Individual user authorizations within the groups shall allow certain users access to certain cameras.
Users created and authorized for each unit shall be able to log in to any recorder and workstation and automatically have their group rights for that machine follow them.
There shall be no virtual limit on the number of groups and users that can be authorized in the software on DVRs or NVRs.
The number of groups and users authorized on the IP cameras and encoders/decoders will be a minimum of 20 groups and 100 users.
	The software shall allow for each group to be authorized or denied access, per component, to:
	Login.
Logout.
	Site List.
	Setup.
	Network Setup & Site Name
	User and Group Management

Site Authorization
	Auto Login
	Macro Create-Edit
	Alarm Setup
	Authentication Settings
Camera, Microphone and Device Setup
	Pre & Post Alarm
	Storage Database Utilities
	Auto Record
	Exit to OS
	RS-232/422/485 Setup
Picture Quality and Resolution Setup
Registration
Manual Record and Playback Setup
Central Failure Notification
Recording Verification
Auto/Manual fps Setup
	Texting and Email
Display Settings
	Remote cameras and alarm names

Data storage allocation
	Low Bandwidth
	Language Translation Utility (LTU) Setup
Map Sets
Reset Nucleus
Backup and Restore
Settings Summary
Scheduler for Macros
	Camera Grouping
	Vicon and Non-Vicon Open Standard Cameras
	Non-Vicon Open Standard Camera Format

Video Analytics Engine
	Scheduling, display and alarm notification
	Remote pre/post alarm recording

Backup utility for setup configuration
	Video Masking
	Thumbnail Search
	Recording Management
	Reports.

	Device Status

Alarm History
Recording Status
Audit Log
RVS Log
CFN Log
Save Logs
	Scheduler/Macro.

	Run Macro

Stop Macro
Stop all Macro & Scheduler
Resume Scheduler
Show Macro
	Shutdown
	Manual Record
	Stop
	Video Quality

Change fps
Change Low Bandwidth
Site Map
	Groups
	Picture
Audio
Controls
	Matrix

Export Image
Print
PTZ
Playback

	All users created shall be able to log in to any workstation on the system. A user, given appropriate access, shall be able to remotely configure all components connected to the network. The programming shall include the complete operation of the recorders, including but not limited to:

	Network Settings and Site Name
	Site Authorization

Auto Login
	Storage Database
	Registration
	Macro Editor
	Schedule for Macros
	Alarms

Manual Record and Quality Buttons on Screen
	Recording Verification
	Authentication
	Map Sets
	RS232/422/485 Controls
LTU

	The software shall permit viewing of live video from any camera connected to any recorder on the network.


	The software shall allow for the simultaneous recording of the same camera in two locations over the network (version dependent).


	The software shall provide the ability to save any event that was tagged as an alarm (video motion detection, video loss or input received from the EVM system) to be saved to a separate database, where it cannot be overwritten. The feature shall be named Video Vault.


	An Archive Wizard shall be provided that simplifies the process of creating archives directly from the camera and saving video to removable media, such as: USBs, CD, DVDs or solid-state drives. An embedded player shall be packaged with each archived video clip for playback on any machine. 


	The software shall provide an advanced method for creating and executing extensive software commands. This shall be achieved by the use of macros. Macro configuration shall be defined for recorded cameras and microphones, command duration, recording location (version dependent), local viewing, device ID, picture quality, refresh mode, recording rate (fps) (version dependent), related devices (sensors) and alarm activation.


	Macros shall allow an authorized user to create and schedule software commands that shall include but not be limited to: 

	Sequencing cameras, including multi-screen displays, in a local and remote recorder.

Execute remote macros existing on recorders currently connected to the network.
	Record cameras at different qualities and frame rates from any recorder on the network (version dependent).
Send alarm condition to any recorder and workstation on the network. By the use of macros, an authorized user shall be able to program the destination component of the alarm condition.
	Run applications or batch files, such as: open a word processor, spreadsheet program, calculator, media player or start a batch program to run additional tasks.
	Run an audio file on alarm; for example, audible instructions. 
	Send an email, text message, start video or any other task that can be initiated by a batch file in response to a Central Failure Notification (CFN) or Recording System Verification (RVS) notification.
	An authorized user shall be able to program and execute macros remotely without the need to be physically located at the recorder that the macros will be programmed on.
	The Schedule/Macro button shall allow the running of preconfigured combinations of camera, sensor and PTZ programmed routines.
	Macro scheduling shall include but is not limited to:
	Days of the week when a macro is active.

Start and end time for when a macro is active.
If a macro is to run continuously or not.
A macro shall be able to run every:
	5 min, 10 min, 1/4 hour, 1/2 hour, 3/4 hour, 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, 
6 hours, 8 hours, 12 hours.
	A macro shall be able to be scheduled to run for 1-256 cycles.


	The network and sites configuration shall allow:

	Set up of a System Nucleus and Backup Nucleus. The Backup Nucleus shall maintain an updated backup of all System Nucleus settings for recovery in case of failure. The system shall provide failover and redundancy and be fully operational in the event of a System Nucleus failure. Each device shall have an updated backup table to allow operation should the System Nucleus fail. A Network Settings menu shall provide a comprehensive worksheet for each networked device. When all units have been set up, the resulting connected devices shall define the site.

Site Authorization: Workstation shall be set up using remote recorder or workstation GUI. Site name and authorization shall be established by User and Group. Permissions shall be assigned for all system functions. Authorization settings shall be able to be sent to other Workstations and duplicated.
	Time synchronization of all components on the network.
All appropriate networking features including each server IP, Subnet and Gateway.

	Device configuration shall have the ability to be configured for system recognition and operation. Valid devices shall be:

	Cameras, fixed or with integrated PTZ
	Microphones
	Sensors
	Relays


	All devices shall be assigned a unique ID number and title descriptor. PTZ cameras shall be setup for RS-422 protocol and supported with existing manufacturer's drivers where applicable.


	There shall be a Central Failure Notification (CFN) System used to identify all possible site errors. The CFN shall be accessible from only the Nucleus unit. The log shall be in a time/date order and be manually reviewed for errors.


	There shall be a Site Map feature. It shall allow the installation and configuration of a custom screen map used to identify and access site-installed components (recorders, cameras, microphones, etc.). The ideal map shall be a jpg image format in the size of 980 x 735 pixels. In addition, text boxes and sub-maps shall be added to maps, further defining the layout. The utility shall also provide full installation, configuration and editing of maps. Maps of smaller sizes shall have the ability to be moved anywhere on the screen.


	There shall be a Language Translation Utility (LTU). It shall allow a manual translation of the entire GUI into any language that uses varying alpha-numeric character sets. The utility shall also store files to enable changing from one language to another.


	The system shall provide alarm notification via e-mail, text messaging, and work station text. Macros shall be created to view/listen and record video and audio, PTZ cameras at preset positions, trigger alarms over the network and send email or text message for alarms or on schedule.


	Storage Database Utilities shall allow setup and usage of detected hard disks locally. Any networked recorder, workstation or server shall be a candidate to add to the picture database. Once established, any recorder shall use established hard disks for recording data.


	Alarm Setup: Recorder alarms shall be established by adding detectors and configuring motion detection on video. The triggering of the recorder’s detectors shall be used to send alarms to remote units and generate email or text messages. In addition, detectors shall be able to be edited and deleted.


	Authentication: The video from the recorder’s cameras shall be enabled to verify the authentication of the video and present an authentication symbol on the displayed video for both live and recorded playback.


VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE – USER INTERFACE

	The software installed in both recorders and workstations shall be similar in:

	Graphical User Interface, therefore an operator shall need to learn only one interface for both control and programming of the system.

Functions, offering the ability to remotely configure most system components from any recorder or workstation.
	The application shall display a Main Window and Login Window, where all configuration and operation shall be accomplished.
	The login window shall consist of a User Name and Password field.

The user interface shall serve both operators and system administrators. For the operator, the controls shall be laid out in a familiar VCR type control array, with Playback, Stop, fast forward, still, slow motion, etc. right under the viewing panes. The workspace area shall enable the operator to select the number of panes to display, view system activity, select quality levels and perform many other functions without having to drill down through menus or search for these commonly used functions. The interface shall also react to user interaction. For example, when a PTZ camera is selected, a full set of controls shall be provided, enabling the operator to control the camera and all of its functions. The system administrator shall easily access functions such as scheduling macros and producing reports from the toolbar at the top of the Main Window. The Setup button on the toolbar shall provide access to the System Settings menu. The System Settings menu shall provide access to all of the features of the software.

	The Main Window shall provide the following:

	The Site and Device List depicting all recorders, servers and workstations connected to the network.

Within the Site and Device List, each unit shall be depicted with all connected devices such as:
	Cameras connected, differentiating between PTZ and fixed cameras.

Microphones.
	A multi-screen display area that allows for screen displays of:
	Single Camera
	Quad
	3 x 3
	4 x 4

6-way
Full screen of any of the above selected multi-screens shall allow for the viewing of the particular multi-screen in full screen mode by hiding the graphical user interface.
	PTZ controls:
	When a Vicon protocol PTZ camera is selected, an operator shall be able to:
	Control pan, tilt, zoom, iris and focus.

Execute preset positions.
Program preset positions.
Complete programming of menus embedded in the selected dome.
All PTZ programming and control shall be achieved remotely without requiring an operator to be present at the recorder the PTZ camera is connected to.
PTZ control shall be performed dynamically onscreen, not requiring an operator to click on arrows to move the PTZ camera.
The PTZ control shall be fully variable by dynamically moving the cursor across the video display.
	Other PTZ protocols shall be supported by the VMS.
	Access to all available programming menus.
	On-demand recording of video currently viewed shall allow for the recording of any camera from any recorder connected to the network.

	The Site and Device List shall provide a physical list of all known network site areas and connected cameras, PTZ cameras and microphones. The cameras, PTZ cameras and microphones shall be represented by graphical symbols. There shall be a Search function for finding devices in the Site List; a Next and Previous button shall be provided. The user shall also have the option of showing the cameras and devices by logical camera grouping instead of the Site List. Components in the Site and Device List shall be selectable and configurable. PTZ controls shall offer:

	When a PTZ camera is selected, an operator shall be able to:

	Control pan, tilt, zoom, iris and focus.

Execute preset positions.
Program preset positions.
Complete programming of menus embedded in the selected dome.
All PTZ programming and control shall be achieved remotely without requiring an operator to be physically located at the recorder the PTZ is connected to.
PTZ control shall be performed on the video screen without the need for an operator to click on any arrows depicting direction of the device to be moved.
The PTZ control shall be fully variable and shall permit an operator to obtain higher pan and tilt speeds by simply clicking-and-dragging the mouse cursor on the video screen.

	Viewing of live cameras shall be performed by:

	Clicking on the desired camera in the Site and Device List.
	“Drag-and-Drop” operation of cameras from the Site and Device List to the appropriate multi-screen space.
	“Drag-and-Drop” operation of the recorder from the Site and Device List to the appropriate multi-screen space.

“Drag and Drop” operations from a camera group list to the appropriate multi-screen space.
	“Drag and Drop” operations from a graphical map to the appropriate multi-screen space. 

	The Navigator Window shall graphically display recorded video. It shall contain all function buttons necessary to access the video on-screen. These functions include but are not limited to:

	A scalable timeline shall be available to define “from” and “to” time/date intervals of video and audio.

Cameras and microphones shall be selected from the Navigator List and displayed in the timeline in different colors for video and audio
The display mode shall be selected from a palette to configure the number of cameras played back.
An “Export Video” button shall be used to create a video clip in the following formats: AVI, MPEG, Xvid of the selected single camera video segment.
A “Museum Search” button shall be available to search selected video segments for “Area of Interest” (AOI) events using a scalable sensitivity setting. A “Thumbnail Search” button shall be available to quickly search all ONVIF recorded video, using 16 thumbnail images spread evenly across a specifiable time range. A single click on thumbnail launches playback. An interface shall be provided to export video.
	A Play button shall be available to display the Main Window with the Video Display Area containing the selected video segments ready for review.
Video retrieval in the Navigator Window shall be performed by:
	Selecting the Display Mode for required number of cameras.

Selecting the device (recorder or workstation) where video was previously stored or archived.
Selecting the cameras and microphones to be played back.
By “Drag-and-Drop,” similar to the live view, selected cameras and microphones are inserted into the multi-screen displays so that an operator can view a mix of previously recorded cameras and live video on the same screen.
The timeline shall provide a graphical interface depicting color-coded bars that indicate video previously recorded as well as all alarmed video and audio.
Video indicator bar shall indicate recording with no sensed motion
Any recorders on the network shall be capable of playing back, by utilizing the multi-screen displays, a mix of videos previously recorded on any other server on the network, or archived.
The Navigator Window shall offer the ability to playback cameras:
	One by one.

Time synchronized (precise timeline when the cameras were recorded).
	By double-clicking any alarm report line or alarm window.

	Access to programming and more advanced screens shall be done by means of an immobile, permanently docked toolbar located on the top live screen. The toolbar shall provide access to the following major functionality of the system:

	The Scheduler/Macro.

Reports.
Setup.
Logout and Shutdown buttons.

	The operator shall have the ability to launch web pages or any other type of web-based information such as embedded HTML or PDF documents from within the user interface. Along with informational websites such as traffic, weather or news reports, internal operating procedures such as operation during emergencies, lockdowns, severe weather, etc. shall be launched and controlled from the VMS system and have passcode protected authorization.


	Authentication shall be configured using the Authentication Settings screen. Authentication display shall be configured by site and affect the destination video. A check box shall be available to enable video authentication and view the status of the video generated. The video authentication scheme shall utilize a 128-bit MD5 algorithm.


VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE – VIDEO QUALITY

	The encoders and IP cameras shall employ a compression algorithm based on:

	Optimized MPEG-4, JPEG (Normal and Full) or H.264. The software running on the DVRs and NVRs shall support the algorithms used by the devices.

User selectable levels of resolution (quality) depending on camera not requiring a need to restart the application or the digital video recorder. It shall be selectable using a 4-position bar from the main screen. There shall be 4 levels of resolution (4 CIF, 2 CIF, CIF, and HCIF) with 2 levels of compression comprising 8 quality levels total, which shall be accessible from the Setup menu selections.

	User selectable resolution shall include capture sizes (camera dependant) of:

	360 x 122 pixels, 432 x 146, PAL.

360 x 244 pixels, 432 x 293, PAL.
720 x 244 pixels, 864 x 293, PAL.
720 x 488 pixels, 864 x 586, PAL.
1280 x 720 pixels (0.9 MP)
1280 x 1024 pixels (1.3 MP)
1600 x 1200 pixels (2.0 MP)
1920 x 1080 pixels (2.1 MP)
2048 x 1536 pixels (3.1 MP)
2592 x 1944 pixels (5.0 MP) 

VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE – ADD-INS 

Access Control systems shall be available for integration with digital video recording management and network software. These systems shall meet the requirements of business and government access control systems. The system shall monitor and control facility access as well as video detection, temperature and communications loss monitoring. The system shall provide control and access to users on Local Area Networks (LAN), Wide Area Networks (WAN), wireless networks and the Internet. The system shall provide video viewing playback and PTZ control from the VMS.

	A License Plate Recognition (LPR) system option shall be available to enable the digital video recording management and network software to integrate with an external license plate recognition system. The external LPR system shall link to the Events Management (EVM) system and video and license plate data captured by the LPR system shall be provided to the EVM system, where the data shall be stored along with the related digital video management system video. Event thumbnail images of the license plates and corresponding video may be called up for viewing and review. Operators shall have the ability to generate “white lists” and “black lists” of plate numbers thereby classifying certain reads to automate events, such as alarms, based upon a vehicle’s status.


VIRTUAL MATRIX DISPLAY CONTROLLER OPTION

A Virtual Matrix Display Controller (VMDC) shall be available for digital video recording management and network software. The VMDC shall provide the following capabilities:
	Display any analog or IP camera on the network on any monitor on the network.

Allow the use of both 4 x 3 and 16 x 9 monitors.
Allow control of the system from VMDC PC GUI, PLC or a supported keypad.
Supports 4 keypads and up to 6 monitors per workstation.
Map capability.

	A keypad shall be provided to provide the following functions:

	Control PTZ functions.

Control camera switching to monitor.
Control quick playback to monitor.

The VMDC shall be available as software ready to be installed on a suitable PC, preinstalled on a rack or tower unit. 

ENCODER OPTIONS

Encoders shall be available that convert analog camera inputs into streamed IP video data:
	A four channel unit shall be available that shall be an H.264 encoder.
	A single channel unit shall be available that shall be an H.264 encoder.
	An 8-channel unit shall be available.
	A 16 channel unit shall be available.

APPROVED MANUFACTURERS

	The Digital Video Recording Management and Network software shall be Vicon’s Model 
VWS-SWV8 (software only), VWS-PCV8 (preloaded workstation) or VPK-SWV8 (software only), VPK-XXTBV8 (preloaded PEAK NVR, where XX is the hard drive size).


	The Virtual Matrix System software shall be Vicon’s Model VMDC-SWV8 (software only), VMDC-2V8, 4V8, or 6V8 (preloaded tower PC with 2, 4 or 6 monitor outputs) or VMDC-2V8, 4V8 or 6V8-RK (preloaded rack PC with 2, 4 or 6 monitor outputs). This shall have a separate specification.


	The ViconNet VMS shall allow integration with a variety of access control and LPR partners.



	The keypad shall be Vicon model VN-KEYPAD. This shall have a separate specification.


	The encoders shall be Vicon models H264-ENCDR (4-channel), VN-901T (single-channel) EXPRESS-8 (8-channel) and EXPRESS-16 (16-channel). These shall have separate specifications.



END OF SECTION
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